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We prove the asymptotic completeness of wave operators associated with the
scattering of a quantum particle in a field of classical particles in the dispersive case
when the free hamiltonian has the form H0= p(D) with p elliptic of degree m1
and satisfying some convexity hypotheses.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study a model of motions of a light particle (e.g., an electron) in
collisions with some heavy particles (e.g., some ions), where the light
particle follows the quantum-mechanical laws and the heavy particles
follow some classical trajectories R % t [ /k(t) # Rd. The corresponding
time-dependent hamiltonian in L2(Rd) is
H(t)=H0+V(t, x)
with
V(t, x)= :
1kN
Vk(x&/k(t)) and H0= p(D), (1.1)
where D=(&ix1 , ..., &ixd). In [21] the asymptotic completeness has
been proved in the case of N=2 classical particles and the aim of this
paper is to give a proof of the analogical result in the general situation of
N classical particles.
We make the analogical hypotheses as in [21], i.e.,
1. Concerning the classical trajectories we assume |/ k(t)|=O(t&1&=0)
with =0>0, hence there exists &k=limt   /* k(t). Moreover we assume
&k {&k$ for k{k$ and |/* k(t)&&k |8(t) with 8 decreasing and integrable
on [1; [, i.e., 8 # L1([1; [, dt).
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2. We consider H0= p(D) self-adjoint in L2(Rd) with the domain
D(H0)=H m(Rd) [the Sobolev space of degree m on Rd], assuming
(a) p # S m(Rd), i.e., | p(:)(!)|C:(!) m&|:| holds for : # Nd [where
(!) =(1+|!| 2)12].
(b) p is elliptic of degree m, i.e., p(!)c0(!) m&C0 where C0 ,
c0>0.
(b$) if m=1 we assume moreover that pk(!)= p(!)&&k } ! are
elliptic (of degree 1).
(c) p is such that ! } {p(!)c0(!) m&C0 where C0 , c0>0.
(d) p is strictly convex.
3. We assume that Vk is H0-compact and there is a decreasing,
integrable function 8 # L1([1; [, dt), such that |Vk(x)|+|{Vk(x)|
8( |x| ) holds for |x|C0 .
4. We assume that [U(t, s)]ts is a family of unitary operators in
L2(Rd) satisfying
t [ U(t, s) . is continuous [s ; [  L2(Rd) if . # L2(Rd),
t [ U(t, s) . is continuous [s ; [  D(H0) if . # D(H0),
t [ U(t, s) . is continuously differentiable ]s ; [  L2(Rd)
if . # D(H0) and
i
d
dt
U(t, s) .=H(t) U(t, s) ., U(s, s) .=.
for . # D(H0), where D(H0) is equipped with the graph norm &.&D(H0)=
&.&+&H0.&.
Under the above hypotheses we have
Theorem 1. There exist the limits
00(s)=s-lim
t  
U(t, s)* e&itH0, (1.2)
0k(s)=s-lim
t  
U(t, s)* e&i/k(t) } De&itHkEp(Hk) for k=1, ..., N,
(1.2$)
where Hk=pk(D)+Vk(x) with pk(!)= p(!)&&k } !,
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and Ep(Hk) is the orthogonal projection on the linear subspace Hp(Hk),
generated by all eigenvectors of Hk . Moreover the asymptotic completeness
holds, i.e.,
L2(Rd)= 
0kN
Ran 0k(s). (1.3)
The physical meaning of the above result may be interpreted as the fact
that the only possible asymptotic behaviour of the quantum particle is
either a free motion or a motion localized near one of the classical particle
(cf. [21]). We refer to [21] concerning the historical results and earlier
papers as well as motivations of our study.
The starting idea of the proof remains analogical as in [21] and the
parts of the reasoning being the same as in [21] are gathered in the
Section 2. The first difference appears in propagation estimates which have
been easy to get in [21] under the hypothesis supp J0 & [&1 ; &2]=<. In
the general case this reasoning allows to treat only the case of supp J0
disjoint from the convex hull of [&1 , ..., &N], which is not sufficient to get
further estimates. It appears that Proposition 4.2 of [21] is too weak to
cope with the new situation and we start the Section 3 by Lemma 3.1
that treats two geometric cases. More precisely it treats a case having the
proof analogical as Proposition 4.1 of [21] and a new case needing
another justification. The estimates of Lemma 3.1 with some microlocal
considerations allow to obtain the propagation estimates if supp J0 &
[&k ; &k$]=< for all 1k<k$N and to use a modified hamiltonian
H (t)=H(t)&G(t) in the Section 4 to complete the proof similarly as
in [21].
However the construction of G(t) from [21] can not be applied directly
for N3 even in the case R=Rd where there is no geometrical obstacles
described above. In fact from the beginning of [21] we changed the system
of reference to have 0 # [&1 ; &2], because this hypothesis is necessary in the
essential step of the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 6.5 of [21]. In order
to cope with all intervals [&k ; &k$] simultaneously we must keep some
properties of G(t) after different changes in the system of references and it
is clear that the form of G(t) remains the same only if p(!)= 12!
2&v0 }
!+c0 because passing from p to p(!)&v } ! transform the critical
point !cr=v0 in !cr+v. There is no such relation for the critical point in
the new system of references in the general case and we are obliged to
replace !cr from [21] by a suitable function of xt. Consequently we
must glue the coefficients of G(t) in a correct way as described in the
Section 4.
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2. IDEA OF THE PROOF
Similarly to [21] we consider only s=1, denoting U(t, 1)=U(t) and
M # G(H) means that there is C>0 such that T1 dt Re(M(t) U(t) .,
U(t) .)C &.&2 for all . # L2(Rd) and T1. We denote also 7=
[&1 , ..., &N]. Then Theorem 1 follows from:
Theorem 2.1 (Propagation estimate). For J0 # C 0 (R
d), j=1, ..., d,
s # R we denote
Msj, J0(t)=
1
t
J0 \xt+ (D) s2 }
xj
t
&{ j p(D) } (D) s2 J0 \xt + . (2.1)
If 7 & supp J0=< and s0 is sufficiently negative, then M sj, J0 # G(H).
Theorem 2.2 (Energy estimate). If .#L2(Rd) then
lim sup
r  t1
&E[r ; [(H0) U(t) .&=0.
Indeed, if U k , H k are as in (2.6-6$) of [21], then the energy estimate
allows to replace J(xt) by J(xt) h(Hk) with h # C 0 (R) and get the
existence of the limits (2.11-11$) of [21] for J # C 0 (B(0; r0)) with r0<
min[ |&k$&&k | : 1k<k$N] via the standard reasoning (Proposition 3.1
of [21]) based on the propagation estimates as described in [21] (cf. the
proof of Theorem 2.2 from the Section 6 of [21]).
Similarly we get the existence of the limits (2.12-12$) of [21] if J =1&J
with J # C 0 (R
d) such that J=1 in a neighbourhood of 7. Moreover there
exist the limits of Theorem 2.1 of [21] allowing to define EZ(V(H)) and to
get the assertions of Corollary 2.3 of [21] with [&1 , &2] replaced by 7.
Then the asymptotic completeness follows by applying Theorem 2.4 of
[21] and identifying Ran 0k=Hk where Hk=E[&k](V(H)) for k=1, ..., N
and H0=(H1 H2  } } } HN)=.
Concerning the proof of Theorem 2.1 similarly as in [21] we introduce
M sg, J0(t)=
1
t
J0 \xt+ g({p(D))2 (D) s J0 \
x
t+ , (2.2)
M ’j, J0(t)=
1
t
J0 \xt+ ’(D) }
xj
t
&{j p(D) } ’(D) J0 \xt + , (2.3)
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where J0 , ’, g # S0(Rd), s # R, j=1, ..., d. Now for a given v0 # Rd and r>0
we may consider a decomposition 1= g+ g0 with g0 # C 0 (B(v0; r)), g0=1
on B(v0 ; r2) and use
M sj, J0(t)C(M
’0
j, J0
(t)+M s$g, J0(t)+t
&2)
where
’0(!)= g0({p(!))(!) s2 and s$=s+(m&1). (2.4)
Then M sj, J0 # G(H) follows for J0 # C

0 (B(v0; r2)) if we know that the
microlocalized propagation estimate M ’0j, J0 # G(H) holds and the velocity
estimate M s$g, J0 # G(H) holds for J0 # C

0 (B(v0 ; r2)) and g # S
0(Rd"
B(v0 ; r2)). If we consider an open set U/Rd and assume that for every
v0 # U there is r>0 such that M ’0j, J0 , M
s$
g, J0
# G(H) hold for J0 , g, g0 , ’0 as
above, then clearly using a partition of unity in xt we find that
Msj, J0 # G(H) holds for every J0 # C

0 (U).
Similarly as in [21] we prove Theorem 2.2 using a first order differential
operator
G(t)=g(t, xt) } D+hc, (2.5)
where g=(g1 , ..., gd) with gj # S 0(Rd+1) for j=1, ..., d and considering
H (t)=H(t)&G(t)+C0I, H 0(t)=H0&G(t)+C0 I, (2.6)
the constant C0>0 being chosen great enough to have H (t)I+c0 H0 and
H 0(t)I+c0 H0 with c0>0 for all tC0 . Following [21] we get
Theorem 2.2 from
lim sup
r  0 t1
&h (rH (t)) .t&=0 where h (*)=1&(1+*)&1, .t=U(t) .,
(2.7)
and (2.7) is a consequence of
Proposition 2.3. If h(*)=(1+*)&1, then there exists M # G(H) such
that for all t1 and 0<r1 we have the Heisenberg derivative DH(t) h(rH (t))
&M (t).
The basic step of the proof of Proposition 2.3 consists in showing
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Lemma 2.4. If h(*)=(1+*)&1 and C>0 is large enough then for
0<r1 we have
&DH(t) h(rH (t))&h(rH 0(t))(rDH0 G(t)) h(rH 0(t))&C(8(t)+t
&1&=0).
(2.8)
Due to Lemma 2.4 instead of proving Proposition 2.3 it suffices to prove
Proposition 2.5. If h(*)=(1+*)&1, then there exists M # G(H) such
that for all t1 and 0<r1 we have
&h(rH 0(t))(rDH0G(t)) h(rH 0(t))M (t). (2.9)
3. AUXILIARY PROPAGATION ESTIMATES
The notations l(v , v), l +(v , v), l +r (v , v) denoting a line through v , v, a
half-line to the right of v and a narrow cone around are the same as
described in the Section 4 of [21]. We have
Lemma 3.1. Let v 0 # Rd"7, v0 # Rd"[v 0] and assume that for 1k$<
kN,
v 0 # ]&k$ ; &k[ O v0  l(&k$ , &k). (3.1)
Then there exists r>0 such that M sg, J0 # G(H) holds for every J0 #
C0 (B(v 0 , r)), g # S
0(l +r (v 0 , v0)) and smin[1, m&1].
Proof. First of all we note that we may replace v0 by v0+s(v 0&v0)
with 0<s<1 and the hypothesis (3.1) still holds. In particular we may
assume that v0 belongs to a small neighbourhood of v 0 containing no
element of 7, i.e., we may always assume that [v 0 ; v0] & 7=<. Next we
note that the hypothesis (3.1) implies that either
l+(v 0 , v0) & 7=< or l+(v0 , v 0) & 7=<. (3.2)
Indeed, if (3.2) is not true then there exist &k # l+(v 0 , v0) and &k$ #
l+(v0 , v 0), hence v0 , v 0 # ]&k$ ; &k[, which is a contradiction with (3.1). We
consider first the case (l+(v 0 , v0) _ [v 0 ; v0]) & 7=<. Introduce
P0=[v # Rd : v } (v0&v 0)=0], P\0 =[v # R
d : \v } (v0&v 0)>0],
(3.3)
denote by [_~ j]1 jd&1 an orthonormal basis of the hyperplane P0 and for
j=1, ..., d&1 let _\ j # P\0 be such that |_\ j |=1 and |_\j&_~ j |<r1 with
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r1>0 small enough. Choosing r>0 small enough we can see that for every
v # B(v 0 , r), v # l +2r (v 0 , v0), j=1, ..., d&1,
_j } v 0&2r<_j } v <_j } v 0+2r<_j } v0<_j } v,
(3.4)
_& j } v<_& j } v0<_& j } v 0&2r<_& j } v <_& j } v 0+2r.
For 1 jd&1 let J\ j # C (R) be such that Jj=0 on ]& ; _j }
v 0&2r], Jj=1 on [_j } v 0+2r ; [ with the derivative J$j0, J$j>0 on
[_j } v 0&r ; _j } v 0+r], J& j=1 on ]& ; _j } v 0&2r], J& j=0 on [_& j }
v 0+2r ; [ with the derivative J$& j0 and J$& j<0 on [_& j } v 0&r;
_& j } v 0+r].
Now we write the Heisenberg derivative (cf. [21])
DH0 Jj \_j } xt+=
1
t
J$j \_j } xt + _j } \{p(D)&
x
t++O(t&2(D) m&2) (3.5)
and note that for g # S0(l +r (v 0 , v0)) there exists c>0, such that
J$j (_j } v ) _j } (v&v ) g2(v)cJ 20(v )(v) g
2(v) for j=\1, ..., \(d&1).
(3.6)
Indeed, if 1 jd and v, v # Rd are such that J$\(_\j } v ){0, g(v){0,
then (3.4) hold, hence \_\ j } (v&v )c 1(v&v ) c (v) J 20(v ) and
\J$\(_\j } v )c J 20(v ) with c >0. Replacing v , v by xt, {p(D), we get
(cf. Corollary A.4 of [21]) the existence of C>0 such that
M sg, J0(t)CDH0 Jj \_j } xt+ ’s$(D)+hc+Ct&2 (3.7)
if ’s$(!)= g({p(!))2 (!) s$ with s=s$+(m&1)1. Using s$=s&m+10
and
J(v )= ‘
1 \jd
Jj (_j } v ), (3.8)
M(t)=J \xt+ ’s$(D) J \
x
t+ , (3.9)
due to (3.7) we get
Msg, J0(t)CDH0 M(t)+Ct
&2, (3.7$)
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hence due to (l+(v 0 , v0) _ [v 0 ; v0]) & 7=< and supp J/(l +r (v 0 , v0) _
[v 0 , v0])+B(0, r2), where we may assume r2>0 small enough to have
7 & supp J=< O J \xt+ V(t)=O(8(t)), (3.10)
M sg, J0(t)C(DH(t) M(t)+8(t)+t
&2), (3.11)
having chosen sufficiently small r>0 at the beginning. Therefore
Msg, J0 # G(H) because the right hand side of (3.11) belongs to G(H). In the
case l+(v0 , , v 0) & 7=< we use
J (v )= ‘
1\jd
J j (_j } v ), (3.8$)
M(t)=&J \xt+ ’s$(D) J \
x
t+ , (3.9$)
with J j=1&Jj and Jj as before. Then supp J /(l +r (v 0 , v0) _ [v 0 , v0])+
B(0, r3) and choosing r, r3>0 small enough we have J (xt) V(t)=O(8(t)).
Moreover (3.6) holds with Jj replaced by &J j , hence (3.11) holds with M
given by (3.8$3.9$) and M sg, J0 # G(H) follows as before. K
We denote by 2 the union of all intervals between points of 7, i.e.,
x # 2  _1k$<kN, x # [&k$ ; &k]. (3.12)
Corollary 3.2. If J0 # C 0 (R
d"2), then M sg, J0 # G(H) holds for every
g # S 0(Rd "supp J0) and smin[1, m&1].
Proof. Using a partition of unity to decompose J it is clear that it
suffices to show the following statement: for every v 0 # Rd "2 and
g # S 0(Rd "[v 0]) there is r>0 such that M sg, J0 # G(H) holds if J0 #
C0 (B(v 0 , r)). However for v 0 # R
d"2, v # Rd"[v 0] Lemma 3.1 implies
the existence of rv>0 such that M sgv, J0 # G(H) holds for every J0 #
C0 (B(v 0 , rv)), gv # S
0(l +rv (v 0 , v)), smin[1, m&1]. To complete the proof
it remains to use a partition of unity in S0(Rd) to decompose g in terms
supported in sufficiently narrow cones. K
Let a=(k, k$) with k, k$ # [1, ..., N$] and k{k$. Then we denote
ra=|&k&&k$ |2, _a=(&k&&k$)(2ra), &0a=(&k+&k$)2, (3.14)
&a0=_a } &
0
a , v
a=_a } v&&a0=_a } (v&&
0
a) for v # R
d. (3.15)
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If moreover &}<}$ and r>0, then we denote
2a(} ; }$)=[v # Rd : }<va<}$], (3.16)
2a0(} ; }$)=l(&k$ ; &k) & 2
a(} ; }$), (3.17)
2ar (} ; }$)=(l(&k$ ; &k)+B(0, r)) & 2
a(} ; }$), (3.18)
2a=2a0(&ra ; ra)=]&k$ ; &k[. (3.19)
U a(r)=[v # l +r (&k ; &
0
a) _ l
+
r (&k$ ; &
0
a) : |v
a|>ra&r], (3.20)
Ua(r)=Rd "U a(r2). (3.21)
We define 70 by the condition & # 70  _&k$ , &k , &n$ , &n # 7 which are not
colinear and & # ]&k$ ; &k[ & ]&n$ ; &n[.
Clearly the condition that &k$ , &k , &n$ , &n are not colinear guarantees that
the intersection ]&k$ ; &k[ & ]&n$ ; &n[ has at most one point, hence 70 is
finite and we shall denote
70=[&N+1 , ..., &N$], 7$=7 _ 70=[&1 , ..., &N$]. (3.22)
We say that &k , &k$ # 7$ are neighbours if and only if &k {&k$ and no
point of 7$ belongs to the interval ]&k ; &k$[. We define A as the set of
pairs (k, k$) such that &k , &k$ are neighbours, i.e., A=[(k, k$) #
[1, ..., N$]2 : k${k and ]&k$ ; &k[ & 7$=<].
Lemma 3.3. Let a=(k, k$) # A, v 0 # 2a , r0>0 and g a # S0(Ua(r0)"
[v 0]). Then there exists r>0 such that M sg a , J0 # G(H) holds if J0 #
C0 (B(v 0 , r)) and smin[1, m&1].
Proof. If v 0 # ]&n$ ; &n[ for certain 1n<n$N, then v 0  7$ O
]&n$ ; &n[/l(&k$ ; &k), hence Lemma 3.1 guarantees M sg, J0 # G(H) for every
g # S 0(l +r (v 0 , v0)) if v0  l(&k$ ; &k) and r>0 has been chosen small enough.
It remains to consider v0 # l(&k$ ; &k) & Ua(r0)"[v 0]=2a0(&ra+r0 ;
ra&r0)"[v 0] and to show that M sg, J0 # G(H) holds for every g #
C0 (B(v0 , r)), J0 # C

0 (B(v 0 , r)), s # R.
Let }\ , } \ # ]&ra+r0 ; ra&r0[ be such that [}& ; }+] & [} &; } +]
=< and
B(v0 , r)/2a(}&; }+), B(v 0 , r)/2a(} & ; } +). (3.23)
Let J\ be associated with }& , }+ , } & , } + according to the definition
of the Section 4 of [21] and such that J& J+ # C 0 (]&ra+r0&2r ;
ra&r0+2r[). Let J(v)=J& J+(va) and consider J # C 0 (2
a
3r(&ra+r0&3r ;
ra&r0+3r)) such that J =1 on 2a2r(&ra+r0&2r ; ra&r0+2r), where r>0
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is small enough to guarantee 2 & supp J {jJ =< for j=1, ..., d. Let M be
given by (3.9) and
M (t)=J \xt+ M(t) J \
x
t+ . (3.24)
Then
DH(t) M (t)=M1(t)+M2(t)+O(8(t)+t&2) (3.25)
with
M1(t)=J \xt+ (DH0 M(t)) J \
x
t+ , M2(t)=2J \
x
t + M(t) DH0 J \
x
t ++hc
(3.26)
and as described in [21] that choice of J\ implies the estimate analogical
to (3.11), hence
M sg, J0(t)C(M1(t)+t
&2)C$(DH(t)M (t)&M2(t)+8(t)+t&2). (3.27)
To complete the proof it remains to check that the right hand side of (3.27)
belongs to G(H), i.e., it remains to check that &M2 # G(H). Using J 0 #
C0 (R
d"(2 _ supp g)) such that J 0=1 on supp J {jJ we get &M2(t)
CM sg, J 0(t)+Ct
&2 # G(H) due to Corollary 3.2. K
Corollary 3.4. Let v0 # Rd "7$ and let r0>0 be small enough. Then
Msg, J0 # G(H) holds for every s # R and g, J0 # C

0 (B(v0 , r0)) such that
supp g & supp J0=<.
Proof. If v0  2 and r0>0 is small enough to guarantee B(v0 , r0) &
2=< then the statement follows from Corollary 3.2. Further on we
assume v0 # 2"7$ and choose r0>0 small enough to have B(v0 , 2r0) & 7$
=< and B(v0 , 2r0) & 2/2a for a certain a # A.
Using a partition of unity it remains to show the following: if
v$0 , v 0 # B(v0 , r0) are such that v$0 {v 0 then there exists r>0 such that
Msg, J0 # G(H) holds for every g # C

0 (B(v$0 , r)) and J0 # C

0 (B(v 0 , r)). Then
v 0  2a O v 0  2 and the assertion follows from Corollary 3.2 as before,
while in the case v 0 # 2a the assertion follows from Lemma 3.3. K
Lemma 3.5. Let v0 # Rd "7$, g, J0 # C 0 (B(v0 , r)) with r>0 small enough
and ’(!)= g({p(!)). Then M ’j, J0 # G(H) for 1 jd.
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Proof. We denote v0=(v0, 1 , ..., v0, d) and use the notation of F\ and ft
from the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [21] and show M j\ # G(H) with
M j\(t)=
1
t
J0 \xt+ ’(D) F\ \
xj
t
&{j p(D)+ ’(D) J0 \xt+ . (3.29)
To show M j+ # G(H) we take J+ # S
0(R) such that J+0, J$+0, J$+>0
on [v0, j&r0; v0, j+r0], and define M by (3.24) with J # C 0 (B(v0 , r0)) such
that J =1 on supp g _ supp J0 and
M(t)=&J+ \xjt + ’(D) ft \
xj
t
&{j p(D)+ ’(D) J+ \xjt + . (3.30)
Then the equalities analogical to (3.253.26) hold and imply
M j+(t)CM1(t)+Ct
&2C$(DH(t) M (t)&M2(t)+8(t)+t&2), (3.31)
where the first inequality follows by a reasoning analogical as in the proof
of Proposition 5.1 of [21]. To complete the proof of M j+ # G(H) we
check that the right hand side of (3.31) belongs to G(H). Using
J 0 # C 0 (B(v0 , r0)"supp g) such that J 0=1 on supp {jJ for j=1, ..., d, we
get &M2(t)CM sg, J 0(t)+Ct
&2 # G(H) due to Corollary 3.4.
To show M j& # G(H) we take J& # S
0(R) such that J&0, J$&0,
J$&<0 on [v0, j&r0 ; v0, j+r0] and follow the analogical reasoning using
M(t)=&J& \xjt + ’(D) ft \{j p(D)&
xj
t + ’(D) J& \
xj
t + . K (3.30$)
Since Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.5 allow to apply the reasoning described
under (2.4) with U=Rd"2, i.e., we get:
Corollary 3.6. If J0 # C 0 (R
d"2), then M sj, J0 # G(H) holds for s
min[0, 2&m].
4. END OF THE PROOF
For a # A we introduce
pa(!)= p(!)&&0a } !. (4.1)
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Then pa is strictly convex and has a single critical point !cra , i.e.,
{pa(!)=0  !=!cra ,
(4.2)
(!&!cra ) } {pa(!)>0 for ! # R
d"[!cra ]. (4.3)
Let 0<r0<rmin=min[ra : a # A] and denote r$a=ra&r0 . For a=
(k$, k) # A and r1>0 small enough we consider qa # S0(R) such that qa=0
on ]& ; r$a&r1], qa=ra on [r$a+r1 ; [ and the derivative q$a0. We
denote
Da=_a } D, !acr=_a } !
cr
a ,
xa
t
=_a }
x
t
&&a0 , (4.4)
Ga(t)=&0a } D+qa \x
a
t + Da+hc+\ra&qa \
xa
t ++ !acr . (4.5)
Lemma 4.1. Let Ja # C 0 (2
a
r1
(&r1 ; ra&r0 3)) with r1>0 small enough
and h(*)=(1+*)&1. Then there exists M a # G(H) such that for all t1,
0<r1, we have M a(t)0 and
&h(rH 0(t)) Ja \xt + (rDH0 Ga(t)) Ja \
x
t+ h(rH 0(t))M a(t). (4.6)
Proof. Denoting {a=_a } {, we have
DH0 Ga(t)=
1
t
q$a \x
a
t +\{apa(D)&
xa
t + (Da&!acr)+O(t&2(D) m&1) (4.7)
and due to (4.3) for 0<r$0<r0 3 there is c>0 such that
(!a&!acr) {
apa(!) g~ a({p(!))2(|!a&!acr | (ra&3r$0)+c(!)
m) g~ a({p(!))2
(4.8)
for every g~ a # S 0(U a(r$0)). Next we denote by &a the point of the interval
]&k$ ; &k[ laying in the distance r0 from &k , i.e.,
&a=&0a+r$a_a=&k&r0_a . (4.9)
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Let ga , J a # C 0 (B(&a , 2r$1)) be such that J a=1 on B(&a , r$1), g a # S
0(Ua(r$0)"
supp J a) and g~ a # S 0(U a(r$0)) such that g2a+ g
2
a+ g~
2
a=1. Then Lemma 3.3
and 3.5 guarantee that for r$1>0 small enough we have
M0g a, J a # G(H) and M
’a
j, J a
# G(H) with ’a(!)= ga({p(!)). (4.10)
We assume further on that r1>0 is small enough to guarantee
2ar1(r$a&r1 ; r$a+r1)/B(&a , r$1 2). (4.11)
Then similarly as in [21] we find that there is a constant C>0 such that
&Ja \xt+ (g a({p(D))2 DH0 Ga(t)+hc) Ja \
x
t+
CM mg a, J a(t)+Ct
&2(D) m&1, (4.12)
&Ja \xt+ (ga({p(D))2 DH0 Ga(t)+hc) Ja \
x
t+
C :
1 jd
M ’aj, J a(t)+Ct
&2(D) m&1. (4.13)
Since q$a(v a){0 O |v a|ra&3r$0 , due to (4.8) we have
q$a(v a)(!a&!acr)({
apa(!)&v a) g~ a({p(!))2cq$a(v a) g~ a({p(!))2 (!) m0
(4.14)
implying similarly as in [21] the corresponding operator inequality
&Ja \xt+ (g~ a({p(D))2 DH0 Ga(t)+hc) Ja \
x
t +Ct&2(D) m&1. (4.14$)
We complete the proof estimating the left hand side of (4.6) by
Crh(rH 0(t)) \M mg a, J a(t)+ :
1 jd
M ’aj, J a(t)+t
&2+ h(rH 0(t))Ma(t)
with
M a(t)=C \M 0g a, J a(t)+ :
1 jd
M ’aj, J a(t)+t
&2+ .
because there is C0>0 such that rh(rH 0(t))C0(D) &m holds for 0<r1
and M a # G(H) follows from (4.10). K
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Definition of G(t). Further on we assume that r1>0 is small enough
to guarantee
a{a$ O 2ar1(r1 ; ra&r0 2) & 2
a$
r1
(r1; ra&r0 2)=<. (4.15)
For xt # 2ar1(r1 ; ra&r0 3) we set
q \xt +=&0a+qa \
xa
t + _a , qcr \
x
t +=\ra&qa \
xa
t ++ !acr . (4.16)
If a=(k$, k), a$=(k, k$), then for xt # 2ar1(r1; 2r1) _ 2
a$
r1
(r1 ; 2r1) we have
q(xt)=&0a=&
0
a$ , qcr(xt)=ra!
a
cr=ra$!
a$
cr and we may set
q \xt +=&0a=&0a$ , qcr \
x
t +=ra!acr=ra$!a$cr (4.16$)
for xt # 2ar1(&2r1 ; 2r1)=2
a$
r1
(&2r1 ; 2r1). If a=(k$, k), then for xt #
2ar1(ra&r0 2; ra&r0 3) we have q(xt)=&k , qcr(xt)=0 and we may set
q \xt +=&k , qcr \
x
t +=0 (4.16")
for xt # B(&k ; r0 2). Thus we have defined q and qcr # C (20r1, r0 ; R
d),
where
20r1, r0= .
1kN$
B(&k ; r0 2) _ .
a # A
2ar1(&ra+r0 3; ra&r0 3). (4.17)
Since 2/20r1, r0 there exists J # C

0 (2
0
r1, r0
) such that J=1 on 2$, where 2$
is a neighbourhood of 2. For 1kN$ we introduce Jk # C 0 (B(&k ; r0 2))
such that Jk=1 on B(&k ; r0 3). We define G=G0+G with
G0(t)=J \xt+\q \
x
t + } D+hc+qcr \
x
t++ , (4.18)
G (t)= :
1kN
Jk \xt+ (/* k(t)&&k) } D. (4.18$)
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Since DH0 G (t)=O(t
&1&=0(D) m), it remains
consider DH0 G0(t). Let [Jk]1kN$ and 2$ be as above, let J0=1&J 0 with
J 0 # C 0 (2$) such that J 0=1 on 2" being a neighbourhood of 2 and let
Ja # C 0 (2
a
r1
(&r1 ; ra&r0 3)) be such that
:
0kN$
J 2k+ :
a # A
J 2a=1. (4.19)
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Then
DH0 G0(t)= :
0kN$
Jk \xt + (DH0 G0(t)) Jk \
x
t +
+ :
a # A
Ja \xt + (DH0 G0(t)) Ja \
x
t +
+O(t&2(D) m&1),
Ja \xt+ (DH0 G0(t)) Ja \
x
t+=Ja \
x
t+ (DH0 Ga(t)) Ja \
x
t++O(t&2(D) m&1),
Jk \xt+ (DH0 G0(t)) Jk \
x
t +=O(t&2(D) m&1) for 1kN$,
J0 \xt+ (DH0 G0(t)) J0 \
x
t+= :1 jd
1
t \J j \
x
t + } D+J{jqcr \
x
t++
_\{j p(D)&xjt ++O(t&2(D) m)
with Jj # C 0 (R
d"2 ; Rd), hence there is J 0 # C 0 (Rd"2) such that
&J0 \xt + (DH0G0(t)) J0 \
x
t+C :1 jd M
1
j, J 0
(t)+Ct&1&=0(D) m. (4.20)
Due to Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 4.1 we complete the proof noting that
(2.9) holds with
M (t)=C \ :
1 jd
M 1&mj, J 0 (t)+ :
a # A
M a(t)+t&1&=0+ # G(H(t)). K
End of the proof of Theorem 2.2. As indicated in the Section 2,
Theorem 2.2 follows from Proposition 2.3 and since we have proved
Proposition 2.5 it remains to prove Lemma 2.4. The direct calculation gives
DH(t) H (t)=&DH0 G(t)+DG(t) V(t) and we check first that DG(t) V(t)=
O(8(t)(D) ). Indeed, let J k # C 0 (B(&k ; r03)) be such that J k=1 on
B(&k ; r0 4), hence J k(xt) G(t)=J k(xt) /* k(t) } D, D/* k(t) } DVk(x&/k(t))=0
and (1&J k)(xt) Vk(x&/k(t))=O(8(t)) implies (1&J k)(xt) DG(t) Vk(x&/k(t))
=O(8(t)(D) ).
Since DH(t) h(rH (t))=&h(rH (t))(rDH(t) H (t)) h(rH (t)), it remains to
justify the substitution of h(rH 0(t)) and h(rH (t)). However similarly as in
the proof of Lemma 6.4 of [21] we note that J k(xt) DH0 G0(t)=O(t
&n) for
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all n # N and consider J =1&1kN J k . It remains to note that rh(rH (t))
C0(D) &m and
h(rH (t)) J \xt + DH0 G0(t)&J \
x
t + (DH0 G0(t)) h(rH 0(t))
=rh(rH (t)) \J \xt+ (DH0 G0(t)) H 0(t)&H (t) J \
x
t+ DH0G0(t)+ h(rH 0(t))
may be estimated by C(t&18(t)+t&2(D) m&1) as well as [J 0(xt) DH0
G0(t), h(rH 0(t))]. K
Lemma 4.2. If r>0 is small enough and J0 # C 0 (B(&k ; r)"[&k]), then
M&mg, J0 # G(H) holds for every g # S
0(Rd"supp J0).
Proof. Using a partition of unity to decompose J0 , due to Corollary 3.2
it suffices to fix a=(k$, k) # A and to show that the assertion of Lemma 4.2
holds if J0 # C 0 (B(&a ; r)), where as before &a denotes the point of the
interval ]&k$ ; &k[ laying in the distance r0 from &k and r, r0>0 are small
enough. However decomposing g2a+ g
2
a+ g~
2
a=1 as in the proof of
Lemma 4.1, due to Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 it remains to show
M&mg~ a, J0 # G(H). We assume that qa used in (4.16) to construct G(t) satisfies
q$a>0 on [r$a&r$ ; r$a+r$] with r$>0. Thus there exists q~ a # C 0 (B(&a , r$))
such that q~ a=1 on B(&a , r) with r>0 and
Ja \xt+ (g~ a({p(D))2 DH0 Ga(t)+hc) Ja \
x
t +cM mg~ a , q~ a(t)&Ct&2(D) m&1,
(4.21)
where c>0 [cf. (4.14)]. Now it is clear that using (4.21) instead of (4.14$)
we get
Ja \xt + (DH0 Ga(t)) Ja \
x
t +cM mg~ a, J0(t)&M a(t)&Ct&2(D) m&1. (4.22)
Therefore cM &mg~ a , J0(t)DH(t)h(H (t))+M (t) # G(H(t)). K
Then Lemma 4.2 and 3.5 allow to apply the reasoning described under
(2.4) to get
Corollary 4.3. If r>0 is small enough and J0 # C 0 (B(&k ; r)"[&k]),
then M sj, J0 # G(H) holds for j=1, ..., d and s0 sufficiently negative.
End of the proof of Theorem 2.1. First we show that for every v 0 # Rd "7
and g # S 0(Rd"[v 0]) there is r>0 such that M s$g, J0 # G(H) holds for
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J0 # C 0 (B(v 0 , r)). Decomposing g we may assume that supp g/
[v # Rd : _ } v>c0], supp J0 /[v # Rd : _ } v<c0], where c0 # R and _ # Rd.
Let J1 # S 0(R) be such that J1=0 on ]& ; c0&2r], J1=const on
[c0+2r ; [, J$10 and J$11 on [c0&r ; c0+r]. Let
M(t)=J1 \_ } xt+ ’s$(D) J1 \_ }
x
t + (4.23)
with ’s$(!)= g({p(!))2 (!) s$, s$=s&m+1. Let M be given by (3.24) with
M from (4.23) and J as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 [cf. the end of the proof
of Theorem 2.2] with r0 small enough to guarantee J =1 on B(v 0 , r). Then
(3.253.27) hold and it remains to check that &M2 # G(H). However
taking J 0 # C 0 (1kN (B(&k ; r0)"[&k])) such that J 0=1 on supp {jJ for
1 jd, we have
&M2(t)CM sg, J 0(t)+Ct
&2 # G(H) (4.24)
due to Corollary 4.3. Thus Corollary 3.4 and consequently Lemma 3.5 hold
for every v0 # Rd"7 and Theorem 2.1 follows from the reasoning described
under (2.4). K
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